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Welcome and Contents

Hi

I’m Shannon, one of your new student

magazine editors. This year we have some
exciting news! We are doing a special version

of the newspaper, just for kids in the junior school! We

think you junior students will love seeing more pictures

of you, understand the stories more easily and have fun
with the competitions.
Hi it’s Oscar here, the other School’s Up! Editor. I’m here
to tell you what’s in this magazine. We have stories,
school news and a colouring competition! For this edition

it is an Easter drawing – do your best colouring and then
put it in the box at the office. The winner receives a
mystery surprise (by that we mean lollies!)
Next term we’ll be bringing out two
editions each term! That’s
all for School’s Up this
edition, ENJOY!

Shannon & Oscar
School’s Up Editors
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The Teddy Bear Disco!

Recount by Jen C and Millie W Illustration by Ella P
Little and big, blue and green, red and orange, yellow and purple…

all of the teddies were as colourful as this! On Friday March 10th, the Preps
and their Grade 5 buddies were celebrating the fantastic time they have
had together so far this year with a Teddy Bear Disco!
Everyone had brought their teddies along, some even had two teddies!
We all danced to ‘Shake it Off’, ‘Can’t Stop the Feeling’ and many more
songs. The disco had amazing songs, amazing talented dancers and…
well… teddies! At this point we had danced the time away and it was
almost time for lunch!
We had the lunch of our lives! Teddies were everywhere as the picnic
began. We laughed and ate with our buddies until we were full!
When the bell rang though, we were so sad… this was a celebration of
our friendships as well as the official end of the buddy program. It’s
been an amazing experience and we’ll still look out and look after our
buddies in the playground. We had an awesome time that we will cherish
forever, as it was our last activity with our prep buddies.

TEDDY JOKES
by Josh D

Q: How does a bear
stop a DVD?
A: By pressing the
“paws” button!

Q. What do you call
a bear

School news: TEDDY DISCO!

Buddy to Buddy:

that has no teeth? A:
A gummy bear!
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Going Viral! By Liam Mc L

WALLY & MILLIE No. 1:

THE ADVENTURES OF

Leap of Faith? By Olivia R

Why did the chicken… climb the

Cartoons and Riddles
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Frosty Gets Caught…

By Jack F

Wally’s been on the
computer too long!

destroy it!
I must…
Dun du du
da dah…

YAAAYYY!

HI!

SUCCESS!

THE END!

JOKE OF
THE MAG!
With Josh D

After many years a
prisoner is finally
released.
He runs out yelling,
“I’m free! I’m free!”
A little kid walks up
to him and says, “So
what?! I’m 4!”

Can you guess the name
of Tilly’s puppy?
Drawing by Tilly C, G4

Would you like to win a giant lollipop? Yes? Cut out the dotted box,

colour in this picture and put it in the School’s Up! box at the office!

Name:!___________________________________________!!Grade:!____________!

Where’s Wally?
By Toby F

Wally is at the Colosseum in Rome,
Italy. Can you find 6 Wallys?
!

Minions at the
Twilight Fair
By Millie WB

Puzzles and Competitions

COLOURING IN COMPETITION By Millie WB
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Reviews: what to watch and where to go!

Where to Go:

Vietnam!

By Eva A, Reporter
I was lucky enough to visit Vietnam
last year and I’m going to tell you just how
amazing it is and why, if you get a chance,
you should go!
We visited Hio Ann first and it was by far
my favourite place. Hoi Ann is a small
traditional fishing village that is heritage
listed. It has beautiful markets that, at
night, burn bright with the light of traditional lanterns.
During the day the markets are used by locals to make their living. The fresh foods
from the markets go to the local restaurants. Hoi Ann is famous for its traditional,
freshly made foods.
Not far from Hoi Ann is Marble Mountain which is a hollowed-out mountain containing
many caves, with beautiful marble temples which are hundreds of years old. From
Marble Mountain you can see wonderful views of the beach, Hoi Ann and some
enormous rice paddies. I would recommend Vietnam to anyone!

4/5 non la (leaf hat) rating!

What to See:
Beauty and
the Beast
By Reporter Jasmine J D
The stars of this new movie are Emma
Watson as Belle (Hermione from the Harry
Potter movies) and Dan Stevens as the
beast. In the 2017 new movie Beauty and the
Beast, it is exactly like our old Beauty and
The story starts and after an unfortunate
event Beauty is forced to live with the
Beast. But things turn out differently to the
way she first expects…
A reason I’m looking forward to seeing this
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is

to

see

my

favourite

movie

actress, Emma Watson. I think she will be
amazing in this role because she has always
been an incredible actress through all the
eight

Harry

Potter

movies.

It

will

be

different though because she won’t be
able to do

Hermione but she also won’t be
as messy as Hermione!
My advice would be to get off
the couch these holidays and go

the Beast cartoon, but real!

movie

magic, she won’t be as smart as

to see this wonderful movie!

4/5 roses

(Pokemon – Gotta
Catch ‘em All!)

By Staff Writer Kate S
It was a beautiful day in Lavender Town and
Ash and Pikachu were at home. Pikachu
suggested they take a walk through town. Ash
was over the moon about the idea, so they
started.
After a while Ash noticed that it was getting
late because all the dark Pokemon came out
of hiding. “We should be getting home soon
Pikachu," Ash told Pikachu. They started home,
but as soon as they turned around Pikachu
had a funny feeling inside that told him that
As the two friends walked on Ash noticed that
there was a Gastly following them! Ash called
for Pikachu to get on his shoulder… and he
ran! He ran as fast as he could, trying to get
away from the Gastly. They ran and ran till
eventually Ash thought they had outrun the
When they stopped, Ash was stunned! He
found himself in front of a ginormous
Chandlure. Luckily it wasn’t looking their way
and Ash spotted a big bush and hid in it
before it could turn around. The Chandlure
turned, looked around and floated away into
a forest. Ash and Pikachu decided to follow it,
so Ash called Pikachu back on his shoulder and
set off after the beast. They made a
promise not to be seen.
The Chandlure led them right to a canyon and

Tobi C,
G3!

Under
the Well

I was strolling along a peaceful field
and I came to a single well, old and
majestic, made of red brick and
cement. It crumbled apart when I
touched it. I bent over to look in but
before I knew it I was tumbling
down into a dark, rocky hole. I
closed my eyes and hoped that it
was a dream. Then I heard a big
SPLASH! and instantly I was soaked
through.
I opened my eyes and boy what a
shock I got! I was in an
underground wonderland!
Everywhere I looked there was
something absolutely beautiful.
There was a big stream cascading
down a hill, covered with
fantastically green grass and very
colourful flowers. The stream ran
under the well and down to a
magnificent waterfall frothing and
bubbling. A little fish popped up to
see what this giant thing was that
had just landed in his home. Seeming
satisfied with what he saw, he
flipped over onto me. I giggled a
little. It tickled!

then the beast floated right on down and

There were moss-covered rocks

disappeared. Then . . . there it was. . . a

lining the river. I decided to climb

Mew ! A Mew was standing (mostly floating)

right in front of them. Ash threw a
pokeball at it and caught it! This was
unbelievable! Now they just had to get
home!
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Ash pulled out a map from
his bag and they all found
their way home
together!

onto them. The moss felt soft
under my feet and it was an
unusually bright green. I noticed the
trees did not have normal fruit,
instead they had enchanted fruit,
glittery and as bright as the
sun. All sorts of beautiful
animals ran about
everywhere.
It was magical!

GUEST Writer!

Gastly.

WRITER

Life

with our

they should beware.

GUEST

Narratives

Ash Meets Mew!
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Welcome and Contents

Hi

it’s Shannon, one of your
new student magazine
editors. This year we
have some exciting

news! We are doing two versions of
the magazine, a senior and a junior
one, each term. Our reason for this is
that in previous editions, writers have
had to adapt their pieces of work for
the younger children and this way it
will give our writers more room to
express themselves. We believe this
will be a better experience for seniors
and create a more appropriate
magazine version for the juniors.

1. Read the magazine cover to cover!
2. Take your letter “Q” to Shannon or
I (or Mrs Dowling, Mrs Gardner or
Mrs Cleary).
3. Prepare to answer the Kahoot
about our magazine – the quicker the
better (= the winner!)
The winner receives a mystery
surprise (by that we mean lollies!)
Here is an example of a question:
Which teacher’s photo appears in this
edition of the magazine?
From next term we’ll be bringing out
two editions of the magazine each

Enjoy!

term (that’s why the magazines are a

Hi it’s Oscar here and I’m here to tell

That’s all for School’s Up this edition,

little shorter than in previous years.)

you what’s in this magazine. We have
stories, school news and for the first
time ever, we have a ‘Choose Your
Own Adventure Story’!
Now, something that is really important

ENJOY!

Shannon and Oscar
School’s Up!
Editors

in the Senior Magazine each edition is
that you have the opportunity to enter
our Kahoot competition. If you find a
“Q” in your copy this is what you do:
1. Read the magazine cover to cover!

School
News:
2. Take
your letter
“Q” to Twillight
Shannon orFair

I, or
Mrs Dowling,
Mrs Gardner
Mrs
Recount
by Bella
D and or
Annabelle
B
Cleary.
Photos:
3. Prepare to answer the Kahoot

Cartoons Galore:

Meet some

about our magazine – the quicker the

amazing
new characters! Artists: Jack F,
better
(= the winner!)

Page 4

The
winner
receives
a mystery
Millie
WB,
Olivia
R and Toby F
surprise (by that we mean lollies!)
Here is an example of a question:

Page 5

edition
of the magazine?
Reviews:
Where to go? What to see?
Next term we’ll be bringing out two

Page 6

Cartoons and Choose YR Own…

Quizmasters
& Artists:
Which
teacher’s photo
appears inSam
this B, Oscar M
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Writers: Eva A, Jasmine JD

editions each term! That’s all for

Story
Time:
School’s
Up this
term, ENJOY!
Oscar and Shannon

Feature Writer:

School’s Up! Editors

Photos:

Tobi C Grade 3

Swimming Sports

Photographer: Shannon L
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By Reporters Bella D and Annabelle B
First Impressions
When I first walked onto the
fairgrounds, it was a burst of colour
and excitement. I was gob-smacked
by the amount of people bustling to
and fro, eager to taste the different
foods, see the different sights and
try the different rides. There was
the amazing, spinning Cha-Cha, the
Giant Ninja Slide, the Jumping Castle
and many more. I turned from left
to right, marveling at the many
wonderous stalls and rides that lay
before my very eyes!!! But I couldn’t
stand there gaping all night long, my
friends were performing, and I
wouldn’t miss it for the world...
Performances
I wondered where my friend was as
I stood in the gushing wind, my
makeshift wings fluttering. I had

of the year. Watching the other
performances as a crowd dweller
was an amazing sight, seeing all the
carefully put-together routines and
songs. Performing on the stage was
an experience that I was never likely
to forget.
Rides
The rides were obviously the highlight
of the fair for all of the lucky people
attending. The Cha- Cha was very
popular as the line snaked across the
basketball court. The Ninja Slide was
a hit with our younger generation.
Stalls
There was a great variety of stalls,
and no doubt there was something
to appeal to everyone: Ice-Cream
Rock, Face Painting, Crazy Hair, Lego
Stall and not to forget the amazing
food from the kitchen.

practised the dance non-stop for

Overall, the night was a huge success

three weeks. Sienna, Ella and I were

and we cannot wait until 2019’s

performing a song and dance.
Saying that I wasn’t nervous would

Derinya Twilight Fair!

be the understatement

School News: The Fair

The Twilight Fair

Minion’s Night at the Twilight Fair By Millie WB
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Cartoons

One Liner

By Jack F

Riddle me this!
1.

By Jen C

You’re in a room, the roof, walls and floor
are mirrors.
There is nothing in it, no windows, no
doors, nothing!

2. How many reflections of yourself can you
see?

3. None because there is no light in the room!

Where’s Wally

By Toby F

Can you find 6 Wallys around the

Roman Colosseum?
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How he got his wings – an origin story. By Sam B
After a busy day of
running away from
people who wanted him
as bacon, Graham
decided to have a walk
in the park.

Suddenly, an
asteroid came out of
nowhere and hit him
on the head!

BONK!

GIANT FLYING SHEEP

By Sam B

OH NO!

GIANT…

FLYING…

SHEEP!

Graham felt dizzy for
a moment then
suddenly…

ZAP!

HE HAD
WINGS!

TO BE CONTINUED…

AAAAAARRRRGHHHHH!
The end

Choose Your Own Adventure: Earthquake Tremors

By Editor, Oscar M

Boom Crash Bang! As the earthquake struck, buildings fell and cracks
appeared in the ground. One m ighty hero stood alone trying to defend the
city. As countless people ran away, he alone strode towards the problem,
preparing for the fight ahead of him… Boom, crash, kabam! As the earth
he was going to run away!
As everyone else was streaming out of the town like a flood of water pushing
its way through a dam wall, one little boy was hidden under his desk trying to
find his way out. As walls collapsed blocking his view, one tiny rock hit him on
the head and he passed out.
Hidden under the rubble and fallen
rocks of what used to be a very nice
school called Derinya Primary School,
the little boy was sitting on the
floor. What should he do now?
A. Should the little boy try to stop the
m assive earthquake by him self?
B. Should he try to escape like the ‘hero’?
C. Or, should he search for the hero
and force him to help the tow n?
It’s up to you! You decide! Listen at assembly
for our editors to read these options and you
get to vote. In the next edition the story w ill
continue…

& Competition

gave one mighty attempt to shake the hero off his feet he made a choice;

Your Own Adventure

Those are
clouds.

Choose

Gra-ham the Flying Pig
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Reviews: what to watch and where to go!

Where to Go: Vietnam!
By Eva A, Reporter
I was lucky enough to visit Vietnam
last year and I’m going to tell you just how
amazing it is and why, if you get a chance,
you should go!
We visited Hio Ann first and it was by far
my favourite place. Hoi Ann is a small
traditional fishing village that is heritage
listed. It has beautiful markets, that at
night, burn bright with the light of traditional lanterns.
During the day the markets are used by locals to make their living. The fresh foods
from the markets go to the local restaurants. Hoi Ann is famous for its traditional,
freshly made foods.
Not far from Hoi Ann is Marble Mountain which is a hollowed-out mountain containing
many caves, with beautiful marble temples which are hundreds of years old. From
Marble Mountain, you can see wonderful views of the beach, Hoi Ann and some
enormous rice paddies. I would recommend
Vietnam to anyone and I give it a 4/5 star rating!

What to See:
Beauty and
the Beast

By Reporter Jasmine J D

The stars of this new movie are Emma
Watson as Belle and Dan Stevens as the

In

beast. The 2017 movie Beauty and the

Watson is an amazing role model

Beast is exactly like our old Beauty and

for girls, including being a UN

the Beast Disney cartoon, but more

Women’s

realisticl! Just like the classic plot, in this film,

her out if you get the chance.

after an unfortunate event, Belle is forced

My advice would be to get off the

to live with the Beast. But things turn out

couch these holidays and go to

differently than the way she first expects…

see this movie!

her

off-screen

life,

Amabssador

–

Emma

check

A reason I’m looking forward to seeing this
movie is to see my favourite movie actress,
Emma Watson. I think she will be amazing in
this role because she has always been an
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incredible actress through all the eight Harry
Potter movies. It will be different though,
because her character won’t be able to do
magic, she won’t be as smart as Hermione,
but she also won’t be as messy (at the start
of the Harry Potter movies anyway!)

UN Women ambassador Emma Watson,
and activist Malala Yousafzai.

FEATURE WRITER Tobi C
I was strolling along a peaceful field and I
came to a single well, old and majestic, made
of red brick and cement. It crumbled apart
whenI touched it. I bent over to look in, but
before I knew it I was tumbling down into a
dark, rocky hole. I closed my eyes and hoped
that it was a dream. Then I heard a big
SPLASH! and instantly I was soaked through.
I opened my eyes and boy what a shock I got! I was in an underground wonderland!
Everywhere I looked there was something absolutely beautiful. There was a big
stream cascading down a hill, covered with fantastically green grass and very
colourful flowers. The stream ran down the well and down to a magnificent
waterfall frothing and bubbling. A little fish popped up to see what this giant thing was
onto me. I giggled a little. It tickled!
There were moss-covered rocks lining the river. I decided to climb onto them. The
moss felt soft under my feet and it was an unusually bright green. I noted the trees
did not have normal fruit, instead it had enchanted fruit, glittery and as bright as the
sun. All sorts of beautiful animals ran about everywhere. It was magical!
A little cottage set back in the far corner of this land caught my eye. I walked a little
closer and then the door opened and out came a kind, plump looking woman. “Excuse
anywhere to live.”
“You can live with me!” the woman suggested.
“Thank you so much!” I gushed, “You are so nice!”
“It is nothing,” she said. I followed her into the cottage and noticed how bright and
colourful it was, yet so small. As I went inside I saw four rooms: kitchen, laundry,
lounge room and bedroom. It was small and cosy and felt so friendly and safe.
Suddenly my clothes were wet again and I realised my eyes were closed. I was lying
down. I sat up and opened my eyes. I was shocked at what I saw! My friends were
crowding around me at my friend’s house! I was starting to wonder if it had been a
dream, but somehow I felt it had been real – that somewhere that well was waiting
for me to come and visit that beautiful and magical land again.
One Year Later “What a nice field!” I’m talking to myself
as I walk along. I come to an old well and it looks a bit
familiar. It seems to pull me towards it, so I lean forward.
“Woah!” I’m yelling as I am falling in. “OH MY GOSH! Now I
remember, the exact thing happened last year!”
I fall into the now familiar magical land and arrive with
another SPLASH into the stream. I go over to the little
cottage and knock on the door. The plump little woman
comes out. “You’re back!” she exclaims in delight.
“Come in, come in!” I walk inside and settle on the sofa.
This is going to be fun, I can already tell!

GUEST Writer!

me!” I called out, “Can you please help me? I’m stuck down the well and don’t have

with our

that had just landed in his home. Seeming satisfied with what he saw, he flipped over

Narratives

Life Under the Well
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